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I’ve been wanting to bundle all four books in the “Livin” In Mexico” series for a while. However,
Ebook Library has some pricing quirks that make it difficult to offer any ebook for more than
$9.99, whether it be War And Peace, or my more modest collection. In the end, my desire to
offer the collection together became more interesting than offering them one at a time. I’m calling
it a summer sale, but we’ll see if it makes sense to offer them like this all the time.You can, of
course, still buy them that way if you like, at around $25 for all four. Or get them all here for ten
bucks. Hope you enjoy them! Updated June 2019 to include Playa Del Carmen and Tulum (Livin”
In Mexico: The Real Story).This book is a quadruple offering of Livin' In Mexico: The Real Story,
Livin' In Mexico: What It Really Costs, Livin’ In Mexico: Housesitting, and Livin’ in Mexico: The
Yucatan And Riviera Maya, at a reduced price. The books have performed well, and reviews
have been for the most part positive (over 50 reviews to date, 4 out of 5 stars average).Here's a
compiled description of them:Livin' In Mexico: The Real StoryWhat's it like living in Mexico? It
seems like a simple enough question; often asked, rarely well answered. Because Mexico is
much more than just a warm sunny climate where you can beach every day if you want. For
many, Mexico is hope. It's hope for a less complicated, simpler life, hope that every day has the
potential to be the best day you've ever had. It's as much about what it represents; the freedoms,
the leisures, endless summer, romance, walking the dogs off leash on the seashore at sunset.
Mexico is as much a feeling as it is a place. That's what Mexico really is. Mexico is where tired
hopes and dreams get a shot at coming true. How does it feel to live in Mexico is the question
the author answers in this tale of expats, desperados, pirates, romance, Facebook (and the
perils thereof), Mexico as Heaven and dead bankers bringing you beers, and the colorful
characters who make a life where the sun shines hot and bright.Livin' In Mexico: What It Really
CostsThis is the latest release in The Livin' In Mexico series by author Brian Burke. This book
creates, describes, outlines, and outright lives five real-world budgets, from $500. to $2500 USD
a month. It is intended to guide you, inform you, and price the cost of living across a number of
different ways of life in Mexico, depending on budget. It starts monthly expenses beginning at
$500 USD, and tops out at $2500 USD, creating detailed plans every $500 up. Some parts of
this book will benefit from select passages from the authors' first book about Mexico, entitled
'Livin' In Mexico: The Real Story'. It's a best seller; and should be read by anyone considering a
move across the border. While this book is about what it really costs to live in Mexico, that book
describes what it's like to actually live there. Read both, and you're so well prepared you may as
well have lived in Mexico for a couple of years already.Originally, House Sitting in Mexico was to
be a chapter In 'Livin' In Mexico: What It Really Costs.' After all, it provides a cost benefit, it's a
viable source for free housing, in return for something most of us have done all our lives.
Seemed like a good fit. Although it didn't. Fit that is. It's one of those transactions that equally
benefits both parties, and that's why, particularly in Mexico, house sitting is growing more
popular.Livin’ in Mexico: The Yucatan And Riviera MayaIf you've ever wondered what it's like to



live in the beach towns near Merida, particularly Progreso, this latest book by Author Brian Burke
will take you there. And to Merida. And finally, to Playa Del Carmen. Along the way, you will meet
expats, see them function socially, how they party, use Facebook, (for deeds good and bad),
and get a boots-(more likely flip-flops)-on-the-ground view of life in Mexico, through the eyes of
Rob and Riley.



Livin' In Mexico: The Real StoryBrian BurkeCopyright 2019 by Brian BurkeThis book is protected
under the copyright laws of the United States of America. Any reproduction or other
unauthorized use of the material or artwork herein is prohibited.This ebook is licensed for your
personal enjoyment only. This ebook may not be re-sold or given away to other people. If you
would like to share this book with another person, please purchase an additional copy for each
recipient. If you’re reading this book and did not purchase it, or it was not purchased for your use
only, then please return it and purchase your own copy. Thank you for respecting the hard work
of this author.Authors forewordI’ve always felt these books belonged together. They start with
telling you what it’s like to live in Mexico, how it feels, then go on to talk about what it costs, how
to avoid the gringo economy, present five detailed budgets from $500 to $2500 a month, delve
into the fast growing housesitting opportunities in Mexico, and wrap it up with a story of a couple
living all of that, from Merida, Progreso, and The Riviera Maya. Separately, they have more than
returned the time and effort involved writing them, now, with more and more people considering
Mexico, it’s time to reach more of them. Don’t forget to check out the information on the last few
pages, that might be just as handy as the contents of the book. Consider me your on site
guidance councillor and get in touch if you have any questions! I mean that. I’ve helped more
than a few, and it’s invaluable to have that resource. And now, the books, I hope you enjoy them!
Brian BurkeIntroductionWelcome, or maybe not, to Mexico! This isn't a how to move to Mexico
book, or even a 'sights and things to do and see' in Mexico book. So what is it? It's a book whose
intent is to transfer to the reader years of experience living in Mexico.We're going to talk about
things you won't find in other books of this genre. There will be a pirate tale. We're going to talk
about Facebook, a valuable and almost totally mandatory expat resource. You're in a new place,
maybe you don't speak fluent Spanish (most expats don't). You're a stranger in a strange,
beautiful place, but unless you plan to sit by the ocean in a meditative 'how great is my life' pose
forever, you will need Facebook. We will describe the type characters you will find there and
how to identify potential pitfalls in social media with expats. And they are legion. Facebook is
huge here, and you aren't really plugged in unless you use it. We're going to do the same for the
type characters you will find in the expat community. How holidays like National Sidewalk
Appreciation Day happened. How a smile becomes as common a piece of your Mexican
wardrobe as flip flops, and why. The concept of time, Mexican style, and how to work with it.
Romance! There's lots of romance in Mexico; I found my true love here. Romance blooms in
Mexico; maybe it's the free time we have, or the beauty that surrounds and inspires us. We're
even going to talk about birds a tiny little bit. We will examine my theory of Mexico as heaven and
dead politicians and other dead scoundrels bringing you beers on the beach.. And lots and lots
more!There’s lots of great information out there that will tell you how to move to Mexico. This
book will tell you what it’s like to live here, the feel of it. I’ll give you an example, a look ahead at
the tone.I’m sitting on the balcony, writing this. The ocean is 50 feet away, a sandy beach, kids



playing, palm trees swaying, boats drifting by, mostly fishermen. It’s about 30 degrees
centigrade, not as hot as it’s been, and there’s a nice breeze wafting in from the Gulf, which we
can usually expect. Of course it’s sunny, it almost always is. As always, the fans are on high, the
cost of electricity being what it is. Air conditioning is usually available, but costs are as high or
higher than most monthly rents if you use it.. That’s something to note if you’re depending on AC
to get you through the climate. Cooling down a one thousand square foot dwelling to a more
comfortable 21 degrees or so might cost you 15,000 Pesos every two months.That’s the sort of
thing I want to tell you about; insider ‘gotta live here to know’ information. Because Mexico isn’t
just the facts, it’s the experience. You can get the facts anywhere, and this is where you can get
the experience. You can either move here and develop your own, do your own research online in
the Expat groups (bad idea, for reasons outlined later ), or read further.But it's a bullshit world.
Ebook Library ebooks are no exception to that. Many titles on Ebook Library are fake reviewed,
99 bucks per 20 guaranteed-to-gush about-your book reviews. There are services who will pump
your book to the top of the rankings. There are entire books ripped off from the public domain, or
Wikipedia. Ebook Library catches them often, not always. So I thought it important to note here
that I wrote every single one of the words in this book. It's the straight dope homie. It's the steak
and the sizzle. The book might languish in some deep water Ebook Library back page, never to
get noticed. There's a service that does that to your competitors too, if you're so inclined. But
that's OK. Living in Mexico, especially with the Mayans, helped me understand the value of real.
There won't be fake reviews. There won't be bots downloading thousands of copies during the
five day free book promo to gain place in the rankings. Thank you Mexico. If living a real life is
attractive to you too, then this is the book for you. It's the real story.Ever take a week or two
vacation in Mexico, had a great time, and at some point wonder, "Gee, I wonder what it's like to
actually live here"? Short answer, it's astounding, amazing, and fantastic. If that’s all you want to
know, you can stop reading here. Although it's hot. Not really a complaint, more like a ‘can you
believe it's this hot’ kinda thing. Everywhere you go, people say 'Jesus, it's hot'. Why they tell
Jesus I don’t know. But we like it. Beats the cold. And we have beaches. Boy, do we have
beaches. The wind comes in off the Gulf, which we always refer to as the ocean, the beers
cheap, so are cigarettes, tequila too. Enough tequila and you forget about the heat, but might
want a smoke. And maybe where you live, but that’s another story. Everyone drinks beer and
many do smoke. This isn’t the place to sneer and point out to smokers the error of their
ways..Women in bikinis everywhere. lots of fit guys in swim suits working out too, for the ogling
pleasure of women and significant gay population. And it's culture cool to be gay here, in case
you were wondering. Drag queens are popular, almost like stars. Which maybe they are. We live
in Progreso, on the Yucatan peninsula, home of the Mayans. This book will focus on the Yucatan
and Yucatecas for the most part. They've seen everything from blood-thirsty "i love God and I'll
kill you if you don't plus give me your gold and by the way you‘re our slaves now“ Spaniards, to
cruise ships filled to the railings with wobbly Americans on cheap vacations looking for Wal-
Mart, cheap beer, and a few sombreros. The Mayans are friendly, accommodating, generous,



supportive, sometimes larcenous. They're fun to hang with. But mostly, they're real. No pretense,
just WYSIWYG. Share a bottle of tequila and you’re friends forever. There's not much here,
really, in Progreso. Maybe 50,000 people, more or less, counting us. There's the Mayans. And
they consider themselves Mayan, as they will be quick to tell you if you ever refer to them as
Mexican. And snowbirds, usually but not limited to Canadians and Americans on the run from
winter, usually elderly retired folk. They stay for 3 to 6 months, have little internecine wars, leave,
then start fresh slate next year. They drink a lot, drunken old white people gringos populating the
tourist bars yelling at each other over the loud music and saying “what?” all the time. Then
there's the Expats. Much more later. They're a book just themselves; it's just too good.,with a
cast of characters from genuine crazy ass to aspiring social status seekers. In one of the poorest
regions on the continent. Go figure. And there's a bit of a sport involved in ripping some of this
category expat off, which they do at every possible opportunity. I'd do it myself, if only to send a
wake up ‘what could you possibly be thinking’ kinda message. I'd break into their homes, steal
their authentic made in Mexico but really made in China dinner services, leave messages written
in their imported salad dressing on the wall saying Fernando was here and were coming back
later for your poodle with the cute bows and painted nails. See you later gringo. I swear i would.
But I digress. Mexico is loud! If your music volume is less than blaring obscene people will look
at you funny, as if what's The point. The most common word you hear spoken in English is
‘what?’ (followed closely by 'Jesus it's hot'). And if you ask them to turn it down, they will ask you
innocently ‘do you mean turn it off?’ Cuz it's the same thing to them. Expect that it's reasonable
to assume noise levels will accommodate your sleep hours? Haha! This is Mexico! You hear that
a lot too. You either go with it, or move into a gringo complex, the ones that keep Mexico outside
the gate. They even hire Mexicans to do it. The clueless component seems evident, or it could
be the Mexico is dangerous component, no idea. Actually, and in actual fact, the Yucatan is well
known safe. But drug cartels, banditos, Zapata, fear sells security, higher rents, works for
everyone as the Pesos roll on in. After all, fear is a proven economic driver. Progreso has two
sides to it.. One is local, the other expat/snowbird. Mexicans find some of us amusing i guess, in
a ’I can't believe these guys’ kind of way. It's religious, family oriented, strong communities, And
very real. They don't have credit cards, although bank cards are gaining ground maybe. Average
daily wage here May 2017 is about 250 pesos, maybe 13 bucks usd. When they party, and
they're always partying, it can last two weeks. They just suck on the tit of life. They dance, hit
drums, gyrate, moving hips in that seductive swaying Latin lover style of theirs. They know how
to live. We aspire to upgrade, they wake up to the ocean, hit the beach, Buenos Dias their
neighbors, exercise, and look so happy doing it. They watch the sun rise and watch it set. They
meet in the morning, greet each other with "Its gonna be yet another amazing day".. At night,
when it's cooler, they'll walk along the Malecon, a walkway beside the sea, ,hang outside the
casa with friends, share food and drink, stories, gossip, go to taco stands. Kids don't really seem
to have strict bedtimes, at midnight they're still out there playing. Probably can't sleep anyway,
with all the partying. They sleep in hammocks. When the kids put on school dances, girls as



young as five will have full makeup and short skirts. They're sexualized, no one complains,
rightly or wrongly. There's a whole community to protect them. There's a primal sensuality that
permeates the culture, something we sanitized away north off the border long ago, maybe
because priests who might be fondling altar boys preached sex was mostly always a sin. If that
was true, God must have a wicked sense of humor, you would want to kick back with him, share
a bottle of mescal. You would say "Hey, you created the next best thing to love, then told us not
to do it! Haha, were you high? " How priests sold that dogma is beyond me. although Trump is
president. But that's another story too. There's some chill places to hang here, the beach and
Malecon being the most popular. There's the Milk Bar, right on the Malecon, one of the few
places that has both a Mexican and foreign clientele. The owners are Charlie, a true born Texan
entrepreneur kinda guy, and his wife Maya, a completely brilliant artist who really should be
painting. She does just stunning good work, world class, museum quality. But she's drawing
menus and raising Ray, their 4 year old son. Cool people. It's a goal of mine to get Maya to paint,
when the universe gives you a gift like that, you kinda owe it to the world to contribute something
beautiful. And what better place to do that than Mexico, with so much to inspire you? Of course
there's also the beach and climate to tempt you away; who wants to work when it's yet another
beautiful day?Mexico as Heaven I have this fantasy I'll play with time to time. I imagine Mexico
is the after life, and everyone you see is dead and resurrected. Mexico as heaven. To explain the
poverty, dead bankers, politicians, anyone who betrayed somebody for personal gain,
murderers, rapists, mimes; you get the idea. And there’s lots of poor people here. But God is
good, even the poor people live in heaven. Mexico is a lesson. You can see how it changes you.
Not everyone, some are deeply grounded in their at home lives. But suddenly, you have time.
You begin to realize the value of that. You have time to lie in a hammock by the ocean reading a
book, while dead politicians bring you cold beer. You have time to do what you want, what you
enjoy. Time is the ultimate luxury, Mexico teaches you that. That’s the reason why we always
seem to ask ourselves “I wonder what it”s like to live here.”. We begin to see an inkling of the
value of time.Life in a Beach Town.Pretty much every day is brilliant. Until one day it isn't.The
ocean is fully indifferent to us. It's just there, always, being the ocean. it's kinda like the really big
kid in class when you're in grade school. Everyone knows he's freakish strong, but days go by,
years, and he's always easy going, accommodating, you get used to it. Until one day something
gets under his skin and he throws another kid across the playground. The ocean is exactly like
that. And it's humbling and awesome at the same time. It gives you perspective. The ocean has
been here since the beginning of time. You? Consider the ant that crawled on your arm until
casually brushed off. We're that ant. Less. And we always have been. A bad storm informs you of
this immediately and definitively. A bad storm mocks our master of the universe view. A bad
storm reminds us that we exist only as long as nature let's us. We're the ant.The day after a big
storm, people are cautious, they walk a little gingerly, watchful..They look a bit frazzled, dazed, a
little different. It takes a while to forget that there's something out there that can wipe you out in
an eyeblink without even noticing. .it changes you. Then the sun comes out, and the storm is old



news, we go back to assuming every day is going to be as great as pretty much every other one.
Pretty much every other one. But not every single one of them. One of them will be nature's way
of saying you don't take me for granted.Holidays Some would suggest every day in Mexico is a
holiday. And I guess for some it is. Ole! But here’s a scenario I imagined one day, two high level
Government officials talking about the state of things:Silvio: ‘You know, life here in Mexico is
pretty amazing isn’t it? I mean, everyday feels like a holiday!”Fernando: That’s true Amigo, no
matter how hard I try, I can’t even think of a way to make it any better. Free tacos, beer, every
Sunday? A national day of, um, Tacos and Beer? Free Taco and Beer Day?;Silvio: You know
Fernando, we’re just fooling around, but for many, life here, although without question, amazing,
is hard. We should try to ease their lives, give them something special!”Fernando: National ‘Life
Here Is Amazing But This Will Make It Even Better Day?’Silvio: Right track Amigo, but maybe
something more specific.’Fernando: OK, good point. Let me think; what do our people like?Silvio:
That’s easy, they love to party! Dance! Music! Our people are full of the joy of life!Fernando:
’That’s true!’Silvio and Fernando get up, dance around a bit, yell Ole, sing loudly, then fall back in
their seats.Silvio: Haha, we love life, to dance, sing, drink, we are a passionate, life loving
people!’Fernando: ‘Wait, I have a idea! Holidays!’Silvio: 'Fernando, Lay off the mescal, we have
holidays already idiota! Get serious!'Fernando: 'Sure we do, but get this. Our holidays, like
everyone else’s, last a day, maybe two if you’re hungover. But……What if……what if…….Silvio,
what if we make them 2 weeks long!’Silvio: ‘Mio Madre!’Fernando, smiling, looked pleased with
himself, ‘Si Silvio, Two weeks!’Silvio, stunned by the very enormity of it: ‘Is it possible?'Fernando:
'Its Mexico! People think it’s a holiday just being here! But this would really mess them up. It’s like
taking ice cream, inventing something even better than ice cream., then adding it on top of the
ice cream!'Silvio: 'It’s exactly like that!’Fernando and Silvio get up again, dance, yell, throw
glasses out the window, hug each other, sit back down. And that’s how I like to think holidays
evolved in Mexico. Carnivale, Easter, vacations where the beach turns into Ginza in Tokyo for the
sheer numbers of it. And Silvio and Fernando didn’t stop there. Oh no. They decided, on a roll I
guess, to invent whole new holidays. So, Tequila Day, Day of the Dead, Children’s Day,
Fernando even tried to get National Life Here Is Amazing But This Will Make It Even Better Day
on the schedule, he liked that one so much.. There are holidays nobody even knows about until
someone tells you, ‘Oh yea, It’s National Sidewalk Day, to appreciate the sidewalks.’
Silvio and Fernando, Mexico’s finest administrators of the public good. We should have a Silvio
and Fernando Day to thank them. There actually might already be one though! You won’t know
until someone tells you, and I while haven’t heard of it yet, who knows?A Lazy Saturday
Afternoon, Musing Sitting here, overlooking the ocean. Its around 3pm, and a bit cloudy, a little
cooler. Fishermen are just now returning to shore in their small boats, like over-sized canoes,
outboard motor attached, sometimes artfully. Their wives, kids, are waiting for them, offloading
the catch, unloading the boat, maybe wanting to do some Saturday shopping. Not unlike it's
happened here for thousands of years, minus the motor. But the people are the same,
descendants of those early fishermen families, waiting on shore for the return of fishermen.



There is a sense of that in some parts of Mexico. A continuity with the past, a feeling that if you
took away a few things like motors, cell phones; you could be looking at a picture from hundreds
of years ago. The ocean is the ocean, here from the beginning of time. Less dinosaurs now,
more pollution, man's footprint all over it, but it's the same ocean. And throughout history, people
have strolled along sandy beaches, catching ocean breezes, escaping hotter areas. Those
sands we walk on, the result of land erosion mostly, those sands are older than time, and they
will be here after us, after our children, and our children's children. Just like they were for our
great grand ancestors.  Cities like Izamal are built around ancient sites, like in Rome. There are
trees that remember the rise of the Toltec, the fall of the the central lowland Maya civilization, a
thousand years ago, saw the rise of Chichen Itza as a capitol region of the Yucatan. Trees that
were ancient when the Spaniards sailed to these shores, a blip in time, then gone. Not without
leaving a few things behind, like Christianity, churches, and in some areas like Merida, a misting
of old world life. Mexico was first populated 13,000 years ago, it's recorded history at least
3,000 years old. Finally the rapacious first world countries explored and then exploited,
beginning with the Spanish, French, and Americans. But though it all somehow that feeling of old
Mexico persists, that feeling of the Maya, their way of life, their traditions, their beliefs. That's
what I see when I watch the fishermen on Saturday afternoons. I envy them this powerful
connection to their past. Romance Eduardo fell in love like a thunder clap. Even before the
sound faded, he knew his life would never be the same. Living without Maria would be his
greatest failure, with her his greatest achievement. He couldn't look at her with out his mouth
falling open, eyes glued to her every breath, every movement. She was everything, the whole
world, without her there was nothing. She was only 16, and Eduardo 25. He determined that he
would explain to her father his intentions, and a meeting was arranged. He knew without good
wishes, the community would work against his best efforts to make her his wife. If that
happened, he would have to kill himself. Considering a life without Maria was like considering a
life without air. Impossible.  Romance. Mexico is that Latin lover you see in the movies. He‘s
Ricardo Montalban fondling Corinthian leather with a look that says don’t leave him alone with
your sofa. Mexico. Think on this: When’s the last time you saw actual lovers? You know what I
mean; couples who can’t seem to separate even an inch, are always close, touching, so
obviously in love. You see this every single day in Mexico. There’s something here, something in
the air. Maybe it’s the beauty. Or the quiet awesomeness of the ocean. Maybe it’s people who
make time for it, aren’t rushed, on highways, stressed out about the Visa bill that’s in the mail and
due soon after and maybe you don’t have the money to pay it yet. I have no idea. But it’s there. I
fell in love myself, and you wouldn’t believe me if I told you how often…nah, not going there.
Love is in the air here. Whether it’s an old couple dancing to one of the many bands that grace
the free stages offered regularly, or a very young couple holding hands, kissing, touching,
standing on the seashore watching the sunset, a father walking his young child by the hand, the
look on the child’s face; it’s everywhere. Mexico should add the romance factor to their tourism
efforts; Mexico is where you have a chance to fall into deep, meaningful, can’t keep your hands



off each other love.The Pirates, and A Pirate TaleMexico is kind of lax with the tourist and expat
community, at least in this neck of the woods. And I’ve taken advantage of that, that’s for sure.
Driving a scooter with no lights, sort of stupid but it happened, Three on a scooter with just one
helmet, expired drivers license, all everyday things. Climbing pyramids in the dark with Bernardo
and Natalia. And so, given that attitude towards foreigners, that range of latitude locals don’t see,
the pirates enter the picture. They go on magic mushroom weekends, grow cannabis, overstay
tourist visas, bribe border officials to renew them so they don’t have to leave the country for any
period of time. Local policia are instructed to not hassle touristas, as the business they bring is
the largest contributor to the economy where we are. There’s even a policia just for tourists,
although law enforcement isn’t really their gig. Mexico has always been a little less lawless
historically, and actual gun and saber ‘Argggh where’s me rum with a parrot on their shoulder’
pirates did maraud these coasts, plundering Spanish sea lines. Which leads nicely into a
story.As mentioned previously, Progreso had a hostel until not very long ago, about two years
back. It was in a spacious colonial style mansion that was almost derelict. In fact, going back
twenty years or so, the house, abandoned and unkempt, had gained a reputation, some say
deserved, as haunted by the ghosts of pirates who were watching over gold they had buried on
site! Shiver me timbers. And there actually were timbers to shiver in that house. A friend of mine
grew up not far from the house, he and his brother and friends would dare each other to enter
the property. No one would. A story told among locals to this day talks about a storm, a hurricane
class storm. While everyone was seeking shelter from the storm (thanks Bob), some locals
reported a number of people on the upper balcony of the house dresses as pirates, dancing in
the rain and flying debris. The capitane of the police was called, and sent officers into the
building, while the Capitan watched below. The officers found the building empty, and the
captain, to this day, swears he saw the pirates dancing on the balcony. Yikes!Forward 20 years,
and an entrepreneur from Merida who owned a hostel there was able to secure a lease on the
building, did some renovations, and opened. Not long after, there were reports of strange
goings on. For one, people refused to go upstairs. And so the tale of the haunting began to
emerge.As the story is told, one of Merida’s richest families built the mansion in the nineteen
twenties. Whether the following is true or not no one alive knows, but it was said one member of
the family hanged himself from the top stairs, fell, cracking his head on the marble below, and,
dying, drew an arrow pointing down in his own blood. Scared yet? There was another story
about a young child dying in one of the rooms upstairs. They tell of unimaginable goings on in
the house. But of course it could be all horseshit. But what appears to be verifiable, not
conclusively, but close, is that when the house was being built, a quantity of gold was found
beneath the old existing structure that was torn down. And what is verifiable is pirates did indeed
landfall and home base in this area, Blackbeard among them. And so, Pirate Gold!Now you
would think anyone finding gold would drop any plans to build and further excavate. But gold has
a funny effect on some people. The owner of the hostel was one such person. Who knows if he
wanted the building as a hostel, or if he was only intent was finding gold? Maybe both? All we



know is he dug the mother of all holes in the back of the building, bringing in sophisticated metal
finders, sluices, and excavation equipment. And while he did run the hostel, he did the bare
minimum to make it operational.But the ghost sighting continued as the hostel was running.
Good friends of mine, solid well educated people, reported strange happenings; the sound of
large quantities of gushing water from the top floor, A sound of a ball of some kind being rolled
around upstairs. At the beginning, no one would stay in the rooms upstairs. Even the people
running it refused. Eventually, staff on a room for work program were given rooms upstairs,
nothing untoward was reported, and rooms were made available upstairs at last. That’s where I
stayed, hoping to meet a ghost, but nothing. Eventually, ghost reports subsided, the hostel
owner lost the lease, and now the building is seeing further renovations. But what a story!Smile
Have you ever had that feeling, the one that tells you definitively and without question everything
in your world is OK? It starts with a little smile.. Maybe you don't even notice you're wearing it,
but others do. You walk out the door, face another beautiful sunny day, and you smile. Mexico
does that. But not only that. Mexico keeps you smiling. I'll give you an example. Yesterday, I
decided to go shopping for groceries, not usually a thing that brings a smile to my face
necessarily.. I walk out the door, see the ocean on my right, a beautiful sun shining down on us,
as it usually does. And the smile happens. I get on my scooter, which is a ridiculous thing,
banged up, ripped seat, mirrors hanging off at useless angles. I take pleasure in watching
Mexicans laugh at it as I drive past. Funny how that is, I used to enjoy watching heads turn while
driving my SL55 AMG. Not anymore. The SL55 communicates a hands off, eyes only sort of
message, the scooter blends with this community. The scooter fits; driving the SL55 here would
feel ignorant. You would feel Trump-like. I don't buy into commodities that separate, I buy into
inclusion, and Mexico corrected this for me. So it's possible I have the ugliest, most beat up
scooter in town. Occasionally my ego will say dude, have some pride, that thing is poor ass.
Then I realize I don't really care about that kind of thing anymore. Thanks Mexico. Anyway, back
to the day. I get on the beat up poor ass scooter, smile firmly in place, drive to the Walmart-like
big box store to get groceries. I park the thing in the scooter only area, where my friend Jose
watches over the bikes for 5 Pesos. It's his job. He has polio, but must earn a living. He slips a
numbered marker over my handlebar, hands me a matching token, smiles and wishes me
Buenos Dias. I smile back, wish him the same. In the store, just at the entrance, a young girl of
maybe 4 is slipping and sliding around on the wet floor; she loses her balance, falls, looks up at
me with a this is so much fun grin, and I smile back at her, her mom too. She smiles back. I get
the shopping done, almost crash into another cart coming around the corner, we smile, laugh at
the close call. At the cash register, a display that hangs over the cash counter belt has lowered,
and as my dish detergent slides under; it breaks, spilling sticky fluid everywhere. It gives us an
opportunity to talk, the young guy ringing up the prices practices his English on me,and I
practice my Spanish back; the elderly lady bagging groceries smiles, offers a napkin for my
sticky hands, I smile back, thanking her. I go to the scooter with probably way too many bags to
carry on a bike, but in a country where families ride a scooter with multiple bags and babies



besides, I know it's doable. I load up, drive home, and on the way some groceries spill out on the
street. I stop, and immediately a young man runs up, smiling, the groceries in hand. I smile back,
offer him a hearty gracias, he returns a de nada, and on I go. This is my Mexico.Birds Consider
the expression "free as a bird". It's a good one. A bird is free to wing to the sky, it's not locked
down by much, a nest at most. It doesn't add rooms to the nest, build fences, put in plumbing. It
sits on a wire, a tree branch, with other birds, looking for food, having a bathroom moment. It's
free of a lot of needs. doesn't need a roof, can handle weather. Doesn't need a job other than
gathering food. It eats the food God provided, just like He or She provided us, Then we decided
everything would be owned be somebody, the waters a notable exception. And even then,
nations arbitrarily decide they own a part of it x number of kilometers off their shores. They live
and die according to their life cycle, if they've managed to avoid predators. No such thing as
health care, if they break a wing, they need to depend on mother nature to survive it. I can't
speak to the life quality of birds, but do I think about their freedoms. They get to soar to the
heavens, drift on the winds, and all they need to do that is food, water, and rest. It's just so
simple, maybe the way life was designed to be, simple. Get food, rest, enjoy.  We often
talk about our freedoms in North America, free speech, free will, free this, free that. But our
freedoms are an illusion compared to that bird.. We're regulated, governed, overseen, observed,
and surveilled. We talk about freedoms, but when's the last time you ate something that didn't
need to be paid for? An apple off the tree, a blueberry even. A caught fish, a hunted down, killed,
and butchered animal. If you're like most people, you buy food at stores, cook, eat, repeat. So in
order to eat, you need money. You get money working a job, more often than not. Bye bye a
piece of freedom right there. While that bird is flying overhead, you're flipping burgers, reading
contracts, serving the public. You need to get to that job to get money to buy food, so you need
transportation. No problem, you buy a car with 48 easy monthly installments, marketing speak
for payments..The car needs gas, and insurance in case you hit another car, or worse. You're
going to need a place to put the car when you're not using it. Suddenly you need more money,
you take another job, or look for a better one. You worry about those car payments sometimes. If
only you didn't have them! But you need a car to have food and a roof over your head, maybe
pay for heating, electricity, water.. . How many people do you know live off what God provided?
And if you know any, don't most people think they're the peculiar ones, not us? Of course they
do. Who rises with the sun, forages for their food, sleeps when it's dark? We call those people
savages. So you get it. Our lives, which we consider free, come with responsibilities we take on
to live what we consider a good life, a 'normal' life.. And sometimes those responsibilities can
overwhelm us, as we all are familiar. Stress. High blood pressure. Nervous breakdowns. We nod
our heads, understanding how that can happen to anyone; our lives can get complicated. A lot of
you reading this will be saying something like 'and that's why we're considering a move to
Mexico. You're on the right track. Mexico. We don't have that big brother watching over you
feeling here. Sometimes we drive the wrong way down a one way street. There's no swat team
sent out to capture us. I got caught once doing that, the cop looked us over, asked if we were a



family, and let us off with a warning when we said we were. There was a human element to the
situation. We used to have that; now you won't just get ticketed, you will lose points, which allows
your insurance company to raise your rates. Computers are coming to life, recording this new
data concerning you. Not so much here. So that's a freedom right there. There are stores in the
rest of the world who look at cash as an inconvenience to handle, banks actually charge you for
handling it, if you are intrepid enough to try depositing cold hard cash. Computers are recording
that too, and if there's enough of it, expect a call from the tax authorities. It's an inconceivable
concept here, a store refusing cash. No one anywhere is recording what you buy, when you buy
it, how often, and where when you pay cash. That's also a freedom. I have an ocean 100 feet
from my home. I can catch a fish. There's palm trees everywhere if I feel like coconut. Flowers
grow wild and beautiful, I'll sometimes pick a bouquet for my beautiful wife when walking the
dogs. Another freedom. If I decide to sleep outdoors one night, no one is going to come along
and order me to move. If anything they will join me, have a beer, watch stars. Another freedom.
Mexico is full of the kinds of freedoms we used to have, but have now lost. It's ironic, in our
desire to secure our freedoms we allow government to take some of them away. Government
grows ever more powerful, they conceal operations under catch-all security legislation, telling us
they will compromise national security if they actually tell us what they're doing with our own
money. Something tells me the founding fathers never expected politicians to fly in private jets,
have the ability to deny the public information, have pensions the rest of us don't. The modern
world most of us come from is rapidly becoming a system that engulfs you, indoctrinates you,
and has you thinking people who live off the land, don't have bank or credit cards, and maybe
go to the bathroom outside are savages. And they're winning. Not in Mexico. Not yet. Viva
Mexico!Time This section ought to help you, if you ever get stuck in what i like to call Manana
hell. This is a place where gringos go when they don't understand time in Mexico. Not time itself,
but how you relate to it.While the word manana literally means tomorrow , in Mexico, it really
means maybe tomorrow, probably not, maybe never. I know, from a north of the border mentality,
that's difficult to get your head around. But you have to deal. Even ahora, or ahorito, which mean
now, right now, you guessed it, doesn't mean anything like that. So why is it? There's lots of
theories; some say it's not wanting to be rude, a form of politeness. Others, that Mexico is slow,
much slower pace. I have my own theory of course. The Mayans, in the Yucatan, don't multitask
well. I'm fact, I believe they’re hard wired to do just one thing at one time. That explains a lot
really. And not such a bad thing. Here in the Yucatan, a concert that is advertised starting
at Eight PM rarely, if ever, will. People know that. In fact, once, long ago, a concert started at the
advertised time, and when people started showing up around 9.30, they were outraged to learn
it was finished. They rioted, tore down a a pyramid, then blamed the Spaniards, whom no-one
liked anyway.. Even experienced expats have problems with this, so don’t feel badly if you have
a tough time coping. I’ll give you a personal example. I had an appointment (lol) with a woman to
show me an apartment. It was for (again, lol) 11am. She showed up at five.. I was long gone, but
she made a point to tell she was there. Now a Mexican would shrug this off, understanding how



time works here, but sadly, I still have trouble with it. So I rescheduled. (The lols keep coming).
Made another appointment; this time she didn’t show up at all. Completely normal here. Here’s a
scenario that may help you, the correct way to handle Manana:Me: Hola, I need my sink
fixed.Mexican: Hola Senor, Buenos Dias.Me Buenos Dias Senor. Por favor, I need my sink
fixed.Mexican. No problema Senor, maybe tomorrow we will be thereMe: OK, gracias, maybe
tomorrow I will be home.Mexican: Gracias, see you manana!Me: Gracias!This is how it works in
the Yucatan, Mexico.FacebookFacebook is mandatory down here for expats! And a great source
of entertainment besides!It’s been said FB Expat groups are the same everywhere, snarky,
misinformation, lots of talk about their beloved pets, generally there’s an attitude and hierarchy.
Down here is no exception. Most posts are of the ’where can I, how can I, who can I’ variety, and
there’s always the restaurant trashing review, and subsequent pile ons. Just this morning there
was a post from Isla Mujeres about a robbery; the writer even included a picture of the
suspected kid. Who she actually accused of being the thief. No conviction, no proof, no eye
witness, just that she had seen him hanging around. Now, you would think someone would call
her on that, but no one did, Again, expat groups. People are often reluctant to say anything that
might ostracize them in the small expat community.. This isn’t as uncommon as you might think.
Lawyers working defamation suits could make a fortune lurking in Expat Facebook groups.But
they can be handy, as long as you keep in mind many people post comments when they’re
drunk, senile, crotchety, bad tempered, bored, and otherwise not fit for human company. Maybe
that’s why dogs are so popular down here. They can be on meds, off their meds, wanting more
meds, not getting enough meds. They could be drinkers. Keep in mind that the average age of
Expats is older, a demographic most likely to be heard using words like whippersnapper,
youngster, and often start sentences with ‘back in my day‘, or I remember when’. Sometimes
their comments are the social media equal of ‘Get off my grass.’ Not always. But often enough
those groups are usually regarded satirically when the subject comes up in conversation. You’ve
been warned. Personally, I lurk, snicker, rarely comment. But there was this one
time…………………..Here's a handy little list of the types you're going to find in expat Facebook
groups:The baiter:Posts leading questions, usually in the comments sections, to draw out what
she thinks might be a controversial opinion. Then ruthlessly dissects the victim. Entertaining for
all. She's the gladiator with the trident who loves to stick it in and twist it. Crafty.The
defender:One of my favorites. When someone is getting massacred, his sense of justice always
seems to trump self preservation and he jumps into the middle of the fray, Oblivious to the
personal damage points he's collecting. He can't help himself. He's that guy who stops street
fights. Good guy.The joinerIf you post you had a bad experience at a restaurant, they will have
had one too. Loves to pile on! Known for their" me too!" comments.The lurkerRarely contributes
anything, but can describe comment by comment the thrust and parry of the most active posts
of the day. The lurker is to Facebook what Howard Cosell was to boxing.The expert expatCannot
stop himself from commenting on any given topic. Hes the guy at parties who always seems to
be talking. Knows everything, gets puffy if you disagree. Uses bullet points if provoked. A baiter



favorite. The guy who knows he's right but no-one else ever agrees with him guy.Must drive him
crazy. Another baiter favorite. Gets so self righteous sometimes you expect to see a statue of
him in his yard pointing into the distance like he's directing the world, who wait expectantly for
his words of sheer perfection. He actually thinks they should. The "I'm planning a trip and while i
doubt any of you have anything useful to add thought I'd ask anyway" poster.Asks for advice,
then dismisses it in the comments with a sort of "wow are you ever stupid" haughty ass attitude.
When her and the expert expat get on the same post, someone's gonna get hurt. The baiter will
finish off the loser gracefully with a few perfectly chosen words. The crowd will holler.The kindly,
pleasant, helpful posterMy personal favorite. She's carefully cultivated her Facebook presence, if
she posts a picture, every pixel of it must be perfect. She stages them, plans them. When she
comments, it's always welcome, She keeps to the middle of everything. You can't draw her out,
She' sticks to the meticulous game plan that her Facebook life is her real world life .There
wouldn't be anything remarkable or even interesting about her if not for her toxic real world
personality. You can't spend five minutes with her without hearing five disparaging remarks about
five people. She gossips, she's like a little gardener, sowing seeds of disdain. It's sad but also
schadenfreude. Popular on Facebook, ostracized in real world. A fraud.Careful around this one!
The "I live in Mexico but I demand that it be exactly like it is back home goddamit" posterEasy to
spot, speaks no Spanish, only Mexicans they know are the cleaners and maybe that nice
woman down at the supermarket who speaks English. Will post about stuff she leaves outside
that got stolen as if she wasn't living in one of the poorest regions in North America. Favorite of
the larcenous 'i need to feed my family and this gringa can afford to do it' locals.The Perils of
Facebook Expat Groups Gringos. Some of them seem to have difficulty understanding, being
sympathetic to, or just don’t really care about locals Who, in Progreso, are mostly poor beyond
our experience. Some of us get that, some think of Mexico as home but hotter, and don’t want to
make efforts to incorporate the fact that they live among very poor people, and need to adjust
thinking to accommodate. This isn’t Kansas any more Gringo. And so, it was Christmas. Not an
especially huge holiday here, but big enough. And of course for us gringos, Christmas is the
hugest of holidays. We string lights, we buy presents, we get all festive like at no other time of
year. It’s our tradition, with lots of strongly personal emotional history. It’s a big deal for us. As I’m
sure it was for this one particular Expat, who decided to string lights and ornaments outside her
home. Soon enough, they were stolen. And the to-be-almost-expected post on Facebook hit the
Expat group. The poster was angry. After all, she said, she was festooning the neighborhood, the
decorations were for everyone, to spread the joy of Christmas to the community. Maybe it
slipped her mind that the particular neighborhood she lives in is among the poorest on the entire
continent. For many, a memorable Christmas would be having food in the house and the rent
money for January in pocket. Anyway, she was angry, bemoaning that her efforts to bring
Christmas to the community, to spread that joy, were defaced by the thief or thieves. It was, to my
mind anyway, another ‘The Mexicans Stole My Shit’ post, pretty common here. At the tail end of
the post, she added that she only hoped the lights would bring a smile to a young child’s face.



Maybe to offset the anger, maybe genuine, maybe not. I read the post, and thought, ’Gee, this is
95% ’Those bastards stole my shit‘, and 5% Christmasy, almost an afterthought thrown in to
keep it on this side of not yet another angry gringo living in Mexico who doesn’t quite get that
they’re living in very poor Mexico post. It just didn’t seem balanced. And for some reason I
decided, OK, let’s try and create a little story where the theft is described and lines up with the
posters’ hope the theft had a happy ending. Big mistake. Maybe, in the back of my mind I picked
up on the incongruity, the imbalance, and thought to draw out her real feelings. Maybe. Or maybe
I was feeling the Season, and wanted to put a bow around her hopes and deliver a little present.
I sort of expected the poster to write a little thank you for creating the kind of scenario that she
was hoping happened. I should have known better, and I touched off some strong feelings with
my little story. Especially with the poster. So here’s how it went down: I posted a little story in the
comments section, where the young father of two small children walks past the decorations, he’s
very poor, his wife is ill, his children undernourished. The lights and decorations touch him, and
he thinks how his children would enjoy the lights, how their little faces would light up, how they
could bring Christmas to them, how his wife may feel better seeing their children so happy. He
knows who lives in the house, he’s seen the foreigners, he sees they have a car, they don’t seem
to be struggling. They’re gringos, after all, gringos are rich compared to us, he thinks. His mind
wanders to the people in the house, and he is certain if they knew of his families poverty, their
struggles, they would happily donate the lights to bring smiles to his young children's’ faces.
After all, he thinks, it’s Christmas, a time of giving! He becomes convinced the gringos would, if
they only knew, realize the lights and decorations would better serve the spirit of Christmas in his
home rather than on the street, where they will just be stolen anyway. And so, with a heartfelt
gracias to the foreigners, who are of course nowhere in sight, he removes the lights and
decorations and brings them home. On Christmas morning, his little children are awakened by
something glittering, something different, something shiny in the room the family sleeps in. And
eats in. And everything else in almost. Opening their eyes wide, they look in wonder at this room,
this so familiar room, Now decorated with flashing lights, colorful decorations, their parents
smiling, their mother looking happy and not ill. They are in wonder.. While the parents had very
little, they had managed to buy small presents, things they knew their children desired. The day
was the best Christmas the young family had ever had. And so this day, this Christmas Day, this
best day the young family could ever remember, all of it happening under the lights and
decorations taken from outside a foreigners home. Basking in the contentment of this day, later
in the evening, the family gathered around the lights, the wife asked how her husband had
managed to do it, illuminating and making so special this day. And so he told her the story of the
foreigners and the lights and decorations. She immediately understood how he felt, how she
believed he made the right decision, and she sent a silent gracias to the foreigners and their
good hearts. Finally it was time for bed, and the children were tucked in, tired from the days
excitement. As the youngest was saying her prayers, as she was just falling asleep, she asked
God to please bless the foreigners for making this day the most wonderful Christmas they could



remember. The parents looked on, smiling, and also asked God to please bless these wonderful
people. The End. A touching little story I thought, very much of the season, and puts the theft in
the most positive Christmasy light possible. I posted it, then moved on to supper, feeling good I
had brought a little Christmas spirit to the group. I felt I had done my part, and I liked the story.
But not everyone did, most especially the original poster. She was irate. A number of others
chimed in, as is their wont on Facebook; the common theme of these comments was that under
no circumstances was it permissible to steal. The story didn’t touch them. Maybe they too had
been robbed, pretty common down here, as mentioned earlier. In any case, I had touched a
nerve. There were a few who enjoyed the story, and said so. Two, I think. There were a number of
likes as well, maybe seven or so. Keep in mind, while others may have liked the little story, many
of us tend to keep our heads down until there’s a majority view. Then we pile on of course hehe.
While that didn’t happen, the original poster drew a bead, calling me out. Now I had a few
options available. One I considered was re-writing the story a bit, saying I had seen the error of
my ways. And how do you like this version? The edited story was the poster coming home just in
time to witness the theft, rolls out of her SUV with a shotgun, and blasts the thief into the
hereafter. I even had a little scene at the cemetery planned, where the children swear they will
never, ever steal like their poor deceased ‘blasted into eternity’ papa, then the mother dies, they
end up homeless, have to steal tacos to eat. It was a good scene. But over the top maybe.
Although I was tempted. Generally I stay far away from Expat Facebook groups, other than for
entertainment. But here I was, embroiled in a hot topic. So what to do? Another option I
considered was to point out that my story jibed with her post, the theft did bring a smile to a
child’s face, and say, so, what, did you not mean that? Kinda baiting, and I was sure she would
jump all over it. But I figured if she missed that the story actually was her post wrapped up
prettily, it was because the sentiment wasn’t there to begin with. Huh. Hard to explain something
to someone without ears to hear it. And while she was deaf to it, others weren’t, I had made my
point. But heads stayed down, I was on my own. I wrote the Clint Eastwood ending, figuring
OK, may as well double down. Then just as my finger was about to press the post button, I
hesitated. It was Christmas. I made my point. Anything further would have been lines drawn,
bring out the guns. And who knows, the poster was American, maybe she actually had guns and
would shoot me off my scooter one day. But the thing that stopped me pressing the post button
was not wanting to escalate the argument further. I did comment on other posts, keeping it light,
hoping that staying away from direct confrontation was seen as that I had drawn out the original
posters real feelings and job done. Which is how I felt. But so easy to take it on! The Expats
This section is, all by its lil old self, worth the dinero you paid for this book. It will save you some
head scratching, some what the fucks, and give you a flying start on acclimatizing to your shiny
new life in Mexico. We’re going to do a breakdown of the types of personalities you will
undoubtedly find yourself running into in sunny Mexico. To start, some generalities. The majority
of expats are 65 plus, for reasons you understand. It’s not likely many move here for work
opportunities, but it’s a great country to move to if you have a fixed lower income, or have funds



to squander in hedonistic pursuit of whatever pleases you. For most, the sun, the climate, the
ocean, lower cost of living, party time culture, lack of creditors hounding you for those credit card
bills you forgot to pay (lol), I could go on. It’s rare to run into someone without a story, White
breads don’t seem to settle here well, and soon head home if they do. People who don’t adapt to
unfamiliar circumstances well, same story. The people who do settle here have personality, big
time. So here we go, ranked in no particular orderThe Drunks What better place to live is there
if you love drinking? You can buy a reasonable, totally drinkable bottle of corn liquor for 19
Pesos. About $1 USD. Tequila, 67 Pesos, also not bad, about $4. Six beers can be had for 42
Pesos. Not a serious financial downside to drinking here. And you will have lots of company. One
group of regular drinkers even hired a float to participate in the local Carnivale celebrations, the
only Gringo float in the parade., which of course was no surprise. We nicknamed it the Drunken
Old White People float. Some decisions are best made before imbibing, but credit to them for the
sentiment. They’re mostly cool fun people, some of them you will see described below.The
Disturbed Mexico is a haven for those who labor under the heavily regulated, helmets on
cyclists, traffic cameras kind of society most of us come from. Here, when you get a speeding
ticket, the Policia will more often than not offer to take your money to City Hall themselves and
pay the ticket for you. (haha) For some, living at home, with all the attendant big brother,
government is our friend who watches to make sure we‘re safe kind of society, is difficult. Maybe
they vacation down here and marvel at the freedoms. And they ask that question. Maybe they
believe they’re maladjusted because product of their environment and Mexico will balance them
out. But for whatever reason, there are significant numbers of the mentally challenged, from
clinical depression, schizophrenia, alcoholism, and a variety of other ailments.The Hedonists If
Mexico is heaven for drinkers, it’s the same for those who luxuriate in pleasure. You have that big
beautiful ocean, sunrises and sunsets over it, that laid back in the sun anything could possibly
happen lifestyle; it’s so enticing to the senses. Add the low cost of living, lots of free time to
indulge, and it’s a recipe that concocts the image of Mexico as heaven. Which it isn’t, but for
some it’s as close as it’s gonna get. Sitting by the pool drinking cervasa, tequila sunrises, it’s
difficult to counterpoint that perspective.The Desperados Mexico has always been that go to
place when things get unsustainable for those north of the border. Movies are full of the 'let’s get
across the border and lay low' line, mostly Westerns, but not limited to. You hear some stories
down here, the guy who salted away cash in offshore accounts, the woman who’s escaping a
lifetime of abuse from an ex-partner, the guy whose debts became unmanageable, the stories
go on, and you’ll hear your share. Again, everyone down here has a story.The Partiers Bars are
a big drawing card here. At least in Progreso, and the surrounding beach communities. If you
don’t go to them, you’ll miss out on most of the entertainment and gatherings. And there’s always
that one table, where the regulars hang out. They’re there, pretty much everyday, like that TV
sitcom Cheers. They sit and drink from noon to whenever, some because it’s social, others
because it’s something to do, others because they really like drinking. Heavenly as it is, the
constant sun, the beauty, the freedoms; Mexico can get old for some, and drinking is a gateway



to escape the everyday.The Low IncomesThe fact is, living North of the border on a small fixed
income can be difficult. But not in Mexico! Here, your income can buy you a life on or near the
ocean, a pretty old but maybe reliable set of wheels or scooter, and meals that don’t come from
Walmart. Breakfast out this morning, for example, amazing great tacos at the Mercado
(market), 12 Pesos each, freshly squeezed orange juice, 10 Pesos. Change from a five, or the
same for two people and it’s about $5 USD. Some things down here are so inexpensive you
wonder how it’s possible. I remember buying stuff at an OXXO (sort of like a Mexican 7/11), and
thinking, this stuff is next to free. And some of it is. A bag of peeled oranges, maybe 6 of them,
10 Pesos.. Mangoes, sliced, big bag, the same. And coconuts ARE free, you can find them
everywhere. Trading in a life of just barely meeting expenses for a life of great climate, great
food, great times, and cash to spare is as simple as just making the move. Mexico welcomes
you.The Adventurers, Mexico. Think about Mayan history, the ancient temples, Pyramids, The
antiquity of it. The Jungle, where Don Juan met Carlos Castaneda in the famous books from the
seventies, Travels With Don Juan. Magic mushrooms, magic. The Spaniards and the invasion,
the subsequent enslavement and destruction of old Mayan life. Old Mexico, portrayed in
American westerns. Pancho Villa and revolution. And going way, way, way back, the meteorite
that wiped dinosaurs from the face of the earth. Not far from where we live actually, 20 minutes
down the road, give or take. Mexico is painted in its history. There’s so much more to Mexico
than resorts and all inclusive 7 day holidays, and travelers come in great number to see it. Mayan
history in particular, but also Mexico City, as vibrant a place as any. And gaining ground rapidly,
The Arts. Merida has become a must do destination for those who love the Arts, with a
disproportionate number of artists living and working in that city. Everywhere you go in Merida,
the arts are prominent, music in the streets, artists displayed in the many galleries. Classical
music in the Teatro in Centro, Homes converted into artist showcases; almost everyone you
meet is an aspiring artist! Because of the climate, both geological and artistic, many are now
flocking to Merida from around the world to work, as the community grows and in turn inspires
more art. Merida is where you want to be if the Arts are important to you. I spend as much time
there as I can, highly recommended.The Part Timers Here’s where the snowbirds, as we call
them in Canada, come in. As you may know, Canadian winters are as harsh as Mexico’s are
mild. Canadians have a four to five hour flight from most major cities and they’re in the sun,
baking. But smiling. My favorite moment is always when the plane doors open, and a wave of
humidity drifts in. Up to that point, I really don’t believe it’s actually warm anywhere, so ingrained
is ‘winter is reality’ in my brain. The long lineups at Customs inside the terminal, and then you’re
outside. And it’s beautiful And it’s hot. And so the snowbirds migrate to their winter home bases.
Most of them are retired folk, not many of us have opportunity to spend 3 to 6 months in sunny
climes unfortunately. Many are returnees, coming back year after year to rain fire and wreak
havoc on Facebook Living In Mexico type pages and groups, or similar. You see them
everywhere, having meals, congregating in bars and homes, sometimes staggering down the
road at night with the requisite small but adorable dog in tow. They have left whatever fashion



sense they may have had at home, and dress comfortably. In Italy they would be shunned and
possibly deported, maybe stoned or thrown to lions, but Mexico doesn’t mind as long as they
bring that gringo dollar. They frequent the same bars and restaurants, shop in the same stores,
use Facebook to complain about bad service, are welcomed like the return of astronauts.
Because they pay the bills down here, love ‘em or hate them. One store owner confessed, ‘I love
when they leave, I love when they return’ And the Expats are always a larger number as a result
of snowbirds deciding to make the move to full time every yearThe Artists Mexico is a land that
inspires the artistic among us. Maybe it’s the ocean, more free time, a change of mindset. It’s not
unusual, many here pick up on passions they lost time for when living north of the border
(NOB).. When beauty is your natural habitat, your soul wants to sync, and so, inspiration. It’s one
reason The Renaissance was particularly special, when the likes of Da Vinci and Michelangelo
were creating, beauty abounded. The same goes for music, The Austin Texas scene, The
Sixties, Creativity needs a muse, something to inspire.. The Entrepreneurs and Bed and
Breakfast’ers Lots of people vacation down here and decide, ’Jeez, this is an amazing fantastic
place to live, but I’m gonna need income‘. And some say the same thing, have enough income to
sustain themselves, but decide a little extra would be handy dandy. And so enter these types of
Expats/ They’re usually involved in some form of real estate, either selling it, renting it, or living
in it and also renting it. The Bed and Breakfaster’s are lumped into the mix with the Airbnb’ers.
Everyone knows somebody with something to rent. Or sell. Alternate Lifestyles Usually a
younger, more mobile crowd. They’re attracted by the climate, the relaxed attitude of the
authorities towards touristas, the possibility to live without subscribing to the nine to five work
world. These are among, if not my favorite types. They can usually be found on the
beach, drinking cheap beers and playing bongos, guitars. Many of them are on a work for a
room sort of exchange; they travel around with little overhead, learning about how people live in
different places. It helps if your town has a hostel; we did, but with the creeping gentrification of
Progreso looming, it was converted into a hotel. Bye bye cheap accommodation, and mostly bye
bye to the ones attracted by it for the most part. Which is a shame, they bring life and vitality to
any community, especially one where the average expat/snowbird age is 60 plus.Single Older
Women I can’t find any reason for it, and it seems to be common in the expat communities I’ve
seen, but single older women outnumber men by a significant margin. When I was woefully
single, before La Suzan, I was fortunate enough for some reason to be on the receiving end of
some of their attentions. Also unfortunately, I was also on the receiving end of their intentions if I
wasn’t quite as interested as maybe they were. Male, single, older, and looking? This is where
you want to be. Or maybe not. But maybe.The Right WingWe don’t really have much of a right
wing thing going on in Canada. Once, they managed to get elected, then leveraged that power
to get elected again (some say illegally), but besides that we’re pretty much 'center of the road
feed poor people and give everyone healthcare' kind of folks. So when this particular type shows
up down here, we really don’t have a reference. We’ve seen Trump supporters advocating
building that wall while living on the Mexican side of it, usually illegally and undocumented.



There's racism, Krispy Crème lovers, bigots, grade A assholes, carpetbaggers, Ayn Rand
devotees,…It may be more prevalent where they come from to dislike people of color, or cultural,
but when that rears up down here it throws you, if you thought that was 1950’s stuff. Living down
here, and Trump, has shown us it’s still relevant. Scary. I’ve heard the ‘n’ word used in public,
actually had a house guest who declared Africans were lucky to have been taken from there and
brought to live in The United States. You learn that racism is still, for some, an everyday thing. It’s
like meeting aliens, for most of us with little exposure to it previously. Thankfully.They’re in small
enough number down here, but here nonetheless.Safety Here in Progreso and the beach
communities, a thriving, seasonal business has developed for some locals; breaking into and
stealing computers, iPads, phones, any electronics. And nothing really stops them. They will tear
down a wall if they have to, and they have. Facebook sees a ‘We got burgled’ post down here
pretty much every week. Not intending to scare you, but there’s some do’s and don’t that go a
long way towards protecting your stuff. Don’t sit out on your ground or second floor home with
an Ipad, Macbook Air, high end guitar, and be all ’wow, great life’. Instead, if you are going to do
this, keep your eyes open. They will case your home, they will watch you, they will even come to
the door and ask for Hector, or Suzanna, or any name that comes to mind. Usually not John, or
Mary. Be aware you’re vacationing in one of the poorest regions on the continent, and crime is
tempting when they see things beyond their means, things that can be theirs if they only cut a
hole in your roof. They will cut a hole in your roof. So don’t be like I was, all wide eyed and loving
it, be aware your stuff is a very serious temptation for many.You can install protectors on doors
and windows, and that’s not a bad idea, as long as there’s someone down the road with similar
stuff and no protectors.. Many get dogs. I had one, didn’t help, but they can be an early warning
system with their barking. Because they will break in when your home. And, of course, if you go
inside to get a drink or use the bathroom, don’t be surprised to see anything left outside gone
when you return. One important thing to note, as was pointed out to me to great personal
benefit, your home insurance will cover you for any items stolen, with the provision these items
are normally kept in the insured home. Never even thought of it, but paid off well. Of course the
insurance company refused to extend further coverage after the claim, but that’s another
story.What I do now is not use anything I can’t afford to just go out and immediately replace. So
this is being typed on a Windows XP era laptop with maxed out ram. And that’s another thing you
learn down here. Back home, I would giggle if someone told me to should seriously consider a
$300 guitar. I mean I had gig bags and cases that cost that much. Down here you soon learn to
re-evaluate your thinking on possessions. Worth changes. I love my $300 Fender Squire Tele.
But we’re off topic, back to safety. The Yucatan came up lately as the second safest place in the
world, right after Iceland. Other parts of Mexico, notably up north and close to the border didn’t
make the list. Or if they did, they might have been battling Syria for placement. The Yucatan feels
safe. Going out at night, no problem. I’ve yet to see a posting on Facebook, which is how people
connect down here, about anything close to resembling violence against foreigners. Larceny,
another story for sure. But as much as they want your iPad, they aren’t going to mug you for



it. HousingBuying or Renting AccommodationMerida in particular has been attractive to
foreigners for a while now, and property values are rising as it continues to grow. Foreigners sell
to foreigners primarily. They push the dream; selling into the desire of many to live colonial style
in Centro, the beautiful life, surrounded by history and art. It’s become common now to find
people buy a building, renovate, and offer for sale. The buzzwords are always the same, Art,
Safety, Beauty, Climate, History, A Beautiful Life. They sell the sizzle to those who are entranced
by the dream. And Mexico seriously provides the sizzle.RentalsIf you know the market, it’s
possible to avoid the gringo rental rates and rent at the local economy rate. Remembering this
area we’re in the Yucatan is very poor, it’s not surprising to see properties available from as little
as 1000 Pesos a month. While that doesn’t buy much that’s similar to how we live NOB, it’s how
many here live. We took a poll of friends who live here full time, and their monthly rents were
anywhere from 1700 to 6000 Pesos a month here in the beachside community of Progreso.
Typically, this is for a two bedroom, sometimes with or access to a pool, two or three streets
(caille) off the water side. Still, deals can be had even at this rates, I’m in a 6000 Peso a month
third floor apt. that’s central and right on the water. Yay me! It’s not unheard of to find a four
bedroom house with pool for under 10,000 Pesos for a full term, one year lease. It’s gringo
preying on gringo at the other end of the scale, and rates in the gringo economy are higher.
While it’s easier dealing with someone in your own language, you pay for it. Everything in the
economy that caters to gringos is more expensive, from meals out to accommodation. While
breakfast tacos in the local economy will set you back 12 Pesos each, eggs and bacon will cost
you about 100 Pesos. If your budget is on the low side, explore where the locals shop, eat out,
get their entertainment. In an economy where the average wage is 200 Pesos a day, there are
options; you just need to talk to long term foreigners to find them. Not all of them, some have as
little to do with Mexico as possible while actually living there, but most expats can inform you.
And here’s a little trick that will save you dinero. Hire a local who’s fluent in English to make calls
to people renting properties. Most of those property owners will be Mexican, and they’re aware
of the two economies, but sometimes they’re limited to the local economy because lack of
English skills. It’s not necessary to have your guy say he’s representing gringos, in fact that can
work against you. Good luck! . Buying a PropertyHere’s a few things to consider when you
want to own a property here. I can only speak to the market in the beach areas around Progreso
in the Yucatan, but haven’t heard it’s dissimilar elsewhere.Here in Progreso, there’s always the
tourist who is looking to buy a home. I was one myself. Prices are, today, still reasonable in
comparison to what we pay NOB, even for beachfront. You can still find something decent under
100K USD. Decent is relative, of course. But totally livable, on the water or a few rows back,
doable. Pretty much on every street you are going to find properties for sale, with big signs,
English often prominent. There’s a reason for that. I asked a local friend of mine, when looking
for a property, why so many were for sale, and seemingly so for such long periods of time. She
explained that many Mexicans don’t trust banks, and when they have savings, they consider a
beach property sort of like we consider a foray into the stock market. They’re looking for the



biiiiiiig score. And the market they’re targeting is the gringo home seeker. The Mexican home
buyer is paying a local rate, and hoping to sell at the gringo economy rate. When you think about
it, this is a solid investment plan. Gringos come down here, decide to look for a property, know
what they can afford, don’t know anything about the local real estate market. Dangerous
combination. Desire, cash in hand, and ignorance. And this is Mexico, where gringos are looked
upon as big walking wallets dangling out of big, loose back pockets.It’s fair to say that there is a
degree of misinformation that’s considered OK when selling a property here. You could even say
facts get lost in the desire to please the gringo buyer. Some would even say truth is often a
casualty of this desire.One of the things that dissuaded me personally was the lack of credit
available. Financing a home in this part of Mexico? Credit raters say it’s too risky, and many
banks decline to offer mortgages. Many sellers will insist on cash. You meet in a bank with the
seller, put one million or more Pesos on the table, you get the deed, and done. Hmmm.
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